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1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The G+ Global Offshore Wind Health and Safety Organisation (G+) comprises the world’s largest offshore wind developers who have come together to form a group that places health and safety at the forefront of all offshore wind activity and development. The primary aim of the G+ is to create and deliver world class health and safety performance across all of its activities in the offshore wind industry. The G+ has partnered with the Energy Institute (EI) to develop materials including good practice guidelines for the offshore wind industry in order to improve health and safety performance. Through sharing and analysis of incident data provided by G+ member companies, an evidence-based understanding of the risks encountered during the development, construction and operational phases of a wind farm project has been developed. This information has been used to identify the health and safety risk profile for the offshore wind industry.

In 2014, the Crown Estate asked the G+ to take over the running and delivery of their Safe by Design workshops. The Crown Estate had run a number of these previously covering topics such as diving operations, lifting operations, wind turbine design and installation and the safe optimisation of marine operations.

By bringing the Safe by Design workshops into the G+ work programme, the G+ aims to explore industry operations and technologies with a focus on Safe by Design principles. The G+ workshops examine the current design controls relating to a particular topic, discuss where current design has potentially failed, identify opportunities for improvement and then seek to demonstrate the potential risk reduction to be gained from these new ways of thinking.

To date three workshops have been held under the auspices of the G+ covering: marine transfer/access solutions, escape from a nacelle in the event of a fire, and lifting operations. The outputs from two of these workshops have also been made available in reports which can be downloaded from the G+ website to be used as a reference by the industry.

1.2 INTRODUCTION

In September 2015 a fatal incident occurred in Germany when a service lift failed on an onshore wind turbine. Whilst the official investigation into the root causes of this incident is still ongoing, the G+ has taken a proactive approach to the sharing of service lift safety information, engagement with service lift Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and supporting further industry research to assess the fit for purposeness of service lifts. Under the direction of the G+ Focal Group, a Safe by Design workshop on Wind Turbine Generators (WTGs) service lifts was held on 22 September 2016 in London, UK.

The outputs from this workshop are documented in this report.
2 METHOD, AGENDA AND ATTENDANCE

2.1 METHOD

Following the format utilised in previous Safe by Design workshops a one-day workshop was held on 22 September 2016 in London, bringing together stakeholders from across the industry to consider the use of service lifts in the offshore environment.

After opening remarks from Kate Harvey, G+ General Manager, the workshop started with the first of two presentations.

The first presentation was on Vattenfall’s Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) work with the Health and Safety Laboratory (HSL) on critical service lift components following the fatal incident which occurred in Germany. This provided details of the comprehensive FMEAs that were systematically conducted on the electrical circuit, wiring and control systems (FMEA 1) in addition to the mechanical systems (FMEA 2). It also gave an overview of the methodical steps undertaken in order to reinstate the service lifts at the Ormonde offshore wind farm back into use.

The second presentation focused on future technology developments in WTG service lifts. It also gave an insightful view of known issues causing safety concerns at various stages including, for example, installation, commissioning, maintenance, training and also safety features being defeated during service lift use.

Between the two presentations a coordination/communication on key G+ activity update following the fatal incident in Germany was delivered covering the timelines from September 2015 to date.

After the second presentation, the attendees were allocated into breakout groups.

There were a total of three facilitated breakout groups each tasked with looking at different aspects of WTG service lifts. The groups focused on;

1. Service lift design and specification.
2. Service lift operation and maintenance (including maintenance standards).
3. The human impact of climbing in the event of service lift unavailability.

At the end of the breakout sessions, each group presented their main findings and conclusions to all of the attendees in a plenary session and further discussions were held before concluding the workshop.
2.2 AGENDA

Workshop opening remarks
Kate Harvey, G+ General Manager

Presentation 1 – Vattenfall FMEA work with the HSL
Sai-Man Li, Health and Safety Specialist U.K. North – Offshore West, Vattenfall

Coordination/communication activity post Storkow accident
Andrew Sykes, Technical Manager – Offshore Wind, Energy Institute

Presentation 2 – WTG Service Lift Manufacturer – Future Technology Development – WTG Lifts
Alan McKerns, Head of Operations – Wind Division, Skyform

Exercise – workshop breakout sessions managed by facilitators

Group 1 – What standards are considered when specifying a lift type in a WTG? Is there a common industry design risk assessment format that exists/can be developed? (Facilitator: Paul Taylor, ORE Catapult)

Group 2 – Does a performance standard exist for the lift types selected? Does it cover the life cycle of the turbine? Does a common industry checklist exist/be developed? (Facilitator: Andy Lewin, ORE Catapult)

Group 3 – What are the human effects of climbing operations? How does physical and psychological fatigue affect work tasks? Can a standard risk assessment be developed for climbing offshore wind turbines? (Facilitator: Fiona Earle, University of Hull)

Plenary session – Presentation on key findings/outputs from breakout group discussions

Closing remarks
Kate Harvey, G+ General Manager
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2.4 BREAKOUT WORKSHOP DISCUSSIONS, RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The notes presented in Annex A represent the discussions which occurred during the facilitated breakout sessions. They have not been edited post-workshop and as such capture the essence of the discussions which occurred.

The outputs from each of these groups included findings and recommendations for the G+ to consider and take forward as appropriate. These are summarised as follows:

1. Establish a common format for Design Risk Assessments.
2. Develop a guidance document on key H&S considerations to assist G+ member procurement departments’ decision making on the selection of WTG service lifts.
3. Investigate the potential for a workshop with Notified Bodies aimed at achieving a consistent inspection approach across the industry.
4. G+ should capitalise on its collective influence to engage with the relevant organisations in order to:
   - Expedite the development of the relevant technical standards (e.g. IEC 61400-30 WTG safety systems and EN 81-44 Design standard for WTG lifts).
   - Increase consistency from lift OEMs, for example by agreeing consistent minimum required safety standards across all offshore wind farm sites.
5. Research the benefits of sharing any safety-relevant information already in circulation within the Notified Body community Recommendation for Use (RFU) sheets¹.
6. Leverage the knowledge, skills, experience and capability of technicians through e.g. a G+ member technician survey to rationalise and prioritise what is contained in pre-use checklists. Collate these from across the membership and consider a mechanism to improve/share any best practice from these.
7. Open a dialogue with the Global Wind Organisation (GWO) to review and determine the adequacy of current training available for service lift users, trainers and maintenance personnel. Subsequently, and if required, explore the need for, and potential development of, generic lift user training, to address potential gaps in current access and emergency response training.
8. Consider opportunities to address safety feature override or defeat by users.
9. Collect information from G+ members on current lift service schedules to share knowledge of current practice.
10. Address the causes of service lift unavailability and consider the merit/feasibility of installing a back-up solution should the primary service lift be unavailable.
11. Initiate an industry discussion on whether an agreed practice can be implemented for climbing e.g. the development of risk assessments/method statements for climbing activities that are differentiated for planned and unexpected lift unavailability.
12. Create a culture that values a robust, consistent approach to safe use, maintenance and reporting.
13. Reconsider the use of e-learning versus manual training for safe lift use.
14. Consider a review of the various industry standards for fall arrest systems, reflecting on any recent developments or potential to improve these through integrating best practice with training.

¹ For further information see: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/mechanical-engineering/machinery_en
Given the number of recommendations, the most significant have been identified and prioritised in Figure 1.

**Figure 1: Priorities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Priorities</strong></th>
<th><strong>Standards</strong></th>
<th><strong>Training</strong></th>
<th><strong>Notified Bodies</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G+ to take a key role in engaging with the development of the standards, IEC 61400-30 WTG safety systems and EN81-44 Design standard for WTG lifts and to help expedite them.</td>
<td>G+ should engage with the GWO about the need for and potential development of, appropriate lift user training due to potential gaps in current access and emergency response training and the suitability of the training, particularly e-training.</td>
<td>G+ should engage with Notified Bodies aimed at achieving a consistent inspection approach across the industry and restoring confidence that certification proves compliance and safety.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 BREAKOUT GROUP EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES

2.5.1 Group 1 – executive summary

This group identified that there is not a common industry design risk assessment format in use for service lifts in WTGs and that the sharing of the design risk information can be inhibited by Intellectual Property (IP) concerns. The G+ and its wider stakeholders are a large group and represent a considerable proportion of the offshore wind industry; as such they may be able to facilitate and drive the development of a common design risk assessment format and the best practice for sharing this information. Other significant areas of discussion/output from this breakout group are documented in this section.

**Notified Bodies:**

Particular observations were made around different Notified Bodies exhibiting different approaches to inspection decision making and ultimately different decisions being taken regarding Machinery Directive compliance. This is leading to a lack of confidence that it provides total compliance and thus minimum safety requirements.

The G+ should leverage its collective influence to address this difference, achieve commonality and bring greater confidence into the industry.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2: Notified bodies**

**Focus on lifts:**

Over the past few years lessons learned have been fed back to the WTG OEMs and these are being incorporated into the design process for new WTGs. In the past, WTG OEMs were less focused on service lift considerations but now there’s significant learning and collaboration between the WTG and service lift OEMs to improve lift design and safety performance. One challenge still present however is the time it takes for improvements to be realised and implemented due to the design life cycle for a WTG being typically five years.
Key findings and insights:
- Design risk assessments are not in a common format.
- Different methods are applied regarding the selection of WTG service lifts.
- Differing standards are being applied by Notified Bodies.
- There is no common approach to the training available for lift users, trainers and maintenance personnel.

2.5.2 Group 2 – executive summary

This breakout group highlighted that the standards landscape, or at least the development and improvement of standards relating to service lifts in wind turbines, is disparate and is not moving forward with much momentum. The G+ and its wider stakeholders are a large group and represent a considerable proportion of the offshore wind industry, and as such they should be able to exert some influence to accelerate the development and delivery of up to date standards.

The behaviour of lift system suppliers:

Particular observations were made around a suppliers’ responsibility for subsystems supplied by other companies and the nature of information sharing on these systems. The G+ should leverage its collective influence to improve the level of information sharing. Establishing a consistent set of minimum standards across all offshore wind farms has the potential to bring the quality and performance of all suppliers up to those that are currently considered to represent best practice. This should include ensuring that product updates, revised documentation or other recommendations are always being fed from the system integrator through to the end user.

Training of lift users:

At present there is not a consensus about what constitutes appropriate training for lift users. There may be an opportunity to engage with relevant training standards organisations (such as GWO) to explore the potential benefits of defining a consistent and generic lift user training. Related to this, some sites are also providing enhanced training of some technicians sufficient to enable basic repair (component exchange) and inspection of lifts. This approach may help to reduce the amount of visits offshore associated with service lift O&M.

Behaviours, standards and the pre-use checking of lifts:

Concern was raised regarding the training of technicians and the individual requirements of different lift systems. There is an opportunity to drive improvement by empowering technicians and leveraging their knowledge and expertise, specifically by rationalising pre-use checklists, to ensure safe operation through consistent application.

Future designs:

Future designs could potentially be improved by including features such as monitoring systems, interlocks or safety features which are more robust and more difficult to disable. Such features would be instrumental in helping to reduce service activity whilst maintaining a high standard of safety, which will also reduce operational expenditure.
Key findings and insights:

− It is considered fundamental to move towards adoption and use of a comprehensive technical standard i.e. EN 81-44, which encompasses design, integration, operation and repair or replacement of service lifts and associated subsystems.

− Presently technicians generally have only a basic training in lift use. There is an opportunity to increase the understanding within site teams by providing training in inspection and repair as well. This could increase appreciation of the importance of lift safety, improve maintenance efficiency and reduce the number of offshore visits.

− Ownership of subsystems within lift OEMs and poor information sharing was raised as a concern. There is significant room for improvement in communicating revised manuals, procedures and/or other key information to the lift end users.

− An opportunity exists for greater remote monitoring and supervision of lift use and asset condition. This could be used to define an appropriate maintenance strategy, with the objective being fewer visits offshore and also to influence and improve lift user behaviour.

2.5.3 Group 3 – executive summary

The human impact of climbing activities resulting from lift unavailability was addressed by this breakout group. Areas of discussion focused on understanding the different circumstances leading to lift unavailability and their distinct consequences for fatigue and risk, represented in Figure 3.

Workshop introductory slides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climbing as a physical stressor</th>
<th>Fatigue and H&amp;S behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stressors</strong></td>
<td><strong>Outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>- Physiological response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. Mental workload, time</td>
<td>- Central Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure, physical demand</td>
<td>- Performance changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation of work</td>
<td>- State changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. Shifts, travel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. noise, heat, work space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderating Variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. experience, fitness,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resilience, control, support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Climbing activities need to be considered as a physical stressor, experienced as a part of a wider context of work factors. These factors interact and impact on levels of fatigue. This process is moderated by individual differences and situational variables. Climbing will impact on individuals differently, but will increase the likelihood of fatigue. The state of fatigue has recognised consequences for H&S behaviour - Performance breakdown and changes in behaviour can be explained within a framework of shifting towards reducing effort.

Figure 3: Climbing, fatigue and H&S behaviour

Service lift availability:

Service lifts were considered to be typically available. However, there are a number of reasons why a particular lift may be unavailable, and, in some cases, these circumstances were considered to be avoidable. As the impact of climbing was considered to be significant, there is scope to reduce the risks associated with climbing by addressing avoidable lift unavailability. Areas to consider include: improved communication of fault status, improved management of lift inspection processes, and potential installation of lift back-up systems.
Impact of climbing activities:

Climbing activities were considered to impact on health, safety, safety behaviour and morale. Direct health effects include musculoskeletal strain and physical tiredness. Industry standards for fall arrest systems were one of the suggested areas for potential risk reduction in climbing. The indirect effects of climbing are more complex – the impact of fatigue on the full range of activities which follow should be considered when establishing organisational principles for limiting climbing activities.

Approaches to climbing practices:

Significant organisational differences were reported in approaches to climbing practices. Current recommendations ranged from only one climb per day to no imposed limit. Most commonly the decision to climb is currently at the discretion of the technician. However, health and safety concerns were raised about this approach, as technicians may consider themselves able to climb, but may be less able to evaluate the broader risks associated with the impact of climbing on the activities following. Working towards an industry standard for climbing practices may contribute towards enhanced safety across the full work package.

Risk assessment:

The practicality of an industry-standard risk assessment for climbing activities was discussed. Although this was considered to be a challenging task, it was generally agreed that any risk assessment should incorporate the fatigue-related risks to activities which follow climbing, as well as distinguishing between planned and unexpected lift unavailability.

Key findings and insights:

− The likelihood of lift unavailability is relatively low; however, where it occurs, impact is high, and can be chronic (e.g. prohibition).
− Large variability between organisational approaches to climbing limits.
− Exploration of risks within the causal risk chain (the impact of one activity on the activities that follow) is required. Risks are different for the climb up and down.
− Concerns about the suitability of an e-learning approach to training.
ANNEX A
WORKSHOP DISCUSSION NOTES AND PRESENTATIONS

A.1 DISCUSSION NOTES

Group 1 (Facilitator: Paul Taylor, ORE Catapult)

Objective 1: To determine if there is a common and consistent approach to specifying a lift type?

− Some of the group felt that there is the perception of a ‘seller’s market.’ The lifts fitted to different turbine models are decided by the OEMs and are based on the most appropriate lift for that turbine model. At the design or purchasing stage there is not enough consideration given to the type of lift by any of the stakeholders but if the developer/operator does decide it’s unsuitable, they will replace the lift retrospectively if possible.
− Initially in the industry there was little experience of lifts, developers were just looking for a final solution i.e. a WTG that meets their power output requirements. Things have progressed and for example, it’s now a component in one OEM’s procurement strategy although if a repeat order, it’s likely it will just be as supplied previously.
− In the past, WTG OEMs just received what they were provided but now there’s lots of learning and collaboration with the WTG and service lift OEMs to improve lift performance and safety.
− The type of turbine tower has a large impact on the type of lift i.e. what can be fitted into the space available. However developers are now starting seeing lifts as a key safety tool and putting more requirements into the specification.
− It was also noted that although a lot more consideration is given now around the lift type it is likely that the type of lift supplied is not going to stop the procurement of the turbine.
− A guidance document on key H&S considerations to help G+ member procurement departments identify things to consider when choosing a lift and the right questions to ask at the right time, would be useful.
− A challenge expressed within the group was the development time for new lift designs- the lift development cycle is on average three to five years and the time taken to realise changes and improvements can therefore be a slow process.
− In order to help make these decisions about the type of lift, a WTG service lift design standard would be very useful; whilst acknowledging that EN 81–44 would meet this purpose, it was acknowledged this would not be in the near term.
− It was proposed that an FMEA approach to lift design/selection could be taken but again this would take time and a concerted effort would need to be introduced to new lift variants.
− It was identified during the session that there is a difference in terminology used, with some stakeholders referring to lifts as hoists. This is largely based on the design and function of the equipment as it operates as a hoist although it is now becoming more ‘lift’ like and now more commonly referred to as a lift.
A discussion around the type of lift that would be ideal concluded that one type of lift being the ideal solution for all wind farm operators will not be possible.

The concluding remarks in this section of the discussion were that the wind farm developer doesn’t stipulate the type of lift, it’s what comes with the turbine but sometimes there’s a choice and therefore associated cost considerations.

Timeline

Initially, little industry experience or focus on lifts.

Clients generally just looking for a WTG that meets their power requirements.

Lessons being learned & developers fully recognising lifts as a key safety tool.

More requirements now being incorporated into lift specifications.

Development cycle of 3-5 years to realise improvements can be a source of frustration.

Believed that one type of lift being the ideal solution for all, will not be possible.

Proposed that a consistent FMEA approach to lift design/selection is implemented by G+ members.

Figure A.1: Lessons learned – determining the requirements and specifications and the final decision on the lift type

Legal guidance requirement, manufacturing/operational standards and best practice

The group were concerned that by the time standards such as EN 81-44 are released, changes in design and technology may result in them not being fully relevant.

At this moment in time compliance with the Machinery Directive is taking precedence over compliance with EN 1808 Safety requirements for suspended access equipment. Design calculations, stability criteria, construction. Examinations and tests as the hoist is no longer considered a ‘moving platform’ but becoming more like a traditional ‘passenger lift’.

It is believed that the industry recognises the Machinery Directive is what is used for satisfying regulatory requirements, and that it points to other standards as required and where appropriate.

To demonstrate full compliance companies need to ensure they comply with the Machinery Directive. Stakeholders should ensure competent suppliers are contracted and they should obtain the necessary certification and inspection documents whilst also complying with the relevant national and European regulations.

The thoughts of the group were that every turbine with tower heights over 80 m should have a lift installed.

With the lack of detailed knowledge on lifts across the industry there is a question of how will end users get the evidence that all regulations have been met?

The point was made to the group by one of the members that following installation the developers will receive the appropriate certification but will need to confirm that everything that’s required has been received and demonstrates conformance.

The Machinery Directive also allows flexibility to make choices based on a risk assessment approach. This allows for interpretation and subsequently can result in designs being compliant.
There may need to be a choice as to the type of lift required, dependent on its use e.g. how many personnel is it required to carry and how often it will be used?

There was a strong view that a responsible supplier should provide a product that conforms to all necessary regulations and a responsible company should provide a safe place of work.

Lifts may be designed for low frequency use but in practice are actually being used almost every day, and this is effectively a change of use and may be outside the stated design criteria.

It was the opinion of some of the group that there is no gap in design standards, issues arise mostly due to a developers’ expectations of these requirements.

The group as a whole agreed that the WTG OEMs have learned lessons now on safety and have much more focus on lifts, as do all the stakeholders.

As the market has grown, there has been a trend towards suppliers requesting wind industry bespoke lifts.

The specification for the lift can be lacking in detail. These specifications should be very clear and include items such as e.g. two to three persons travelling simultaneously, 80 m vertical travel, frequency of use, etc. These specifications should then be put out to tender to competent lift suppliers.

One member of the group reported that lifts can be used on two/three days in a month, and also several times on those days. Often this is more than was thought at the time lifts were designed.

Some countries require statutory inspection of lifts every 12 months whilst others are every six months.

In the UK, the statutory six-month inspection for general passenger lifts is extended to every 12 months for WTG service lifts due to their low volume of use through risk based assessment/ justification.

Objective 2: Is there a common industry design risk assessment format that exists/can be developed?

Design risk assessments

In general, suppliers are not providing the full service lift risk assessment information, they are only sharing residual risk information.

The group expressed concerns about intellectual property and this can cause issues when wanting to share risk information.

Following the fatal incident in Germany there has been a shift in the approach to sharing risk information. WTG OEMs are more willing to talk customers through the design risk management process and share the subsequent design risk information in a face-to-face meeting.

OEMs need to satisfy themselves that the design decisions that affect safety taken by the lift OEMs were the correct decisions, and as highlighted previously where the information is not easy to come by, this can cause problems.

Not all Notified Bodies are equally competent and there are concerns that they don’t all detect potential issues. This was also highlighted previously regarding differences observed/experienced between different Notified Bodies.

Some members of the group stated that faith has been lost that Notified Body certification demonstrates total compliance and a safe product.
The group felt that different Notified Bodies are exhibiting different approaches/decisions on what’s acceptable or not and that instead they should be more aligned. It was suggested these Notified Bodies could come together to agree a standardised approach to decision making.

It was felt that it would be beneficial to develop a standardised way of displaying risk information that is also acceptable to the regulators. It would be useful to build the requirement for providing/obtaining the necessary risk information from the appropriate parties into contracts.

There are Non Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) in place between lift suppliers and some WTG OEMs but not with others which makes the sharing of information more challenging.

**Risk management methodologies**

- It was clear from the discussions that different risk management methods are used by different companies across the industry.
- Members of the group voiced their preference for not having too prescriptive an approach on risk management. The output is the most important aspect of risk management: how it’s derived is up to the individual company.
- Members of the group stated that they would like to see greater transparency in this area and this needs to be improved.
- There were concerns raised during the discussions that too much available risk information could lead to a loss of competitive advantage.
- WTG OEMs are keen to host wind farm operators and share information on site, face-to-face, but not deliver a large document as part of their operational manuals.
- An Owner Operator is using a document called a ‘Design Decision Log’ which is a high level record of decisions. This can be viewed by interested parties but only in face-to-face meetings.
- Members of the group stated that their responsibility is to have a safe product when it is released to market e.g. with a CE mark and ensure the wind farm developers are confident in the system.
- An overwhelming message from all those involved in the discussion was that it is vital that all stakeholders work together to resolve issues for mutual benefit.

**Standardisation and continual improvement (see also Figure A.2)**

- Service lifts are designed to meet WTG OEM requirements but sometimes they haven’t considered everything and this results in aftermarket modifications. These should be avoided where possible or kept to a minimum due to the significant resources required to implement these.
- The group was informed that the Health & Safety Executive (HSE) have looked into lift replacement statistics. Results have shown that there is variation in the types of lifts being replaced, with some types being replaced more frequently than others. There was an opinion that it would be beneficial to look at the lifts that are being replaced less frequently and learn/identify opportunities for the industry.
- It was highlighted that lifts are used more frequently in the first year of the wind farm operations. It was subsequently put to the group whether this could be considered in the schedule of inspection and maintenance for the wind farm?
- The group also raised the concern that the approach to the training available for lift users, trainers and maintenance personnel differs across the industry and may not be
to the level required. It is believed that there are pockets of good practice but these have not been fully identified and shared.

**Opportunities**

- Identify industry good practice and share.
- Belief that lifts are being used more frequently than expected (especially in 1st year). Review current inspection & maintenance schedules.
- Review and identify improvement opportunities.
- Review reasons for requirement and identify opportunities to reduce.

**Figure A.2: Opportunities**
Objective 1: Does a performance standard exist for the lift types selected?

International context

There should be a recognition that WTG OEMs and lift OEMs will be influenced and feel a push/pull of requirements varying across geographies, e.g. in the USA regulations are different.

A specific example was given: in the UK the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER) requires a six-month inspection of man-riding equipment, in Germany the equivalent is 12 months and in other regions can be as frequent as three months.

There is a new EN standard being worked on but it is anticipated to take two years before it is released.

Could there be an industry standard TSA Clause, set of clauses or similar which would drive consistency in what lift OEMs are being asked for?

As part of a procurement process it may reasonably be assumed that engineering/design risk assessments have been reviewed/proven to have been evidenced as part of developer/operator processes; in reality it could be the case that the team who will end up with responsibility for operating the system have limited visibility or oversight of the selection and specification of the equipment they will eventually end up owning/operating. Detail in risk assessment at this stage may represent an opportunity for improvement.

How does CE marking apply to subcomponents and assemblies? Are there EU or other regulations which apply but are being ignored?

Information sharing and collaboration

Lift systems are designed/assembled of components and sub-assemblies, then installed across a variety of turbine types, heights, and applications. There may at times be incomplete understanding of the intricacies or differences between different applications of the same system.

The developer/operator could/should take more responsibility for FMEA/HAZOP activity; they could ask more frequently to review/be involved with these at the design stage. Or perhaps they could be more proactive in seeking to understand the asset. All blame may not lie with the WTG or lift OEMs, as the developer/operator should/could also be more alert to these issues. Lack of a standard to drive consistency
could mean that risk assessment and technical specifications could actually be more onerous than necessary as well as posing the risk of missing some key maintenance considerations on some projects.

− Information sharing, particularly in the service and maintenance community was something which group members thought could be improved, although accepting that for service providers part of this may represent competitive advantage. For example, if in other industries new guidance is issued, parts recalled or some other important new information produced then manufacturers actively push updates to all known developers and the wider community. Some members of the group stated that information is generally provided when a lift OEM is approached, but that there is scope for something more proactive in information sharing, particularly around maintenance advice/bulletins.

− The most recent ITT from a WTG OEM for lift suppliers provides information on next generation of lifts and is understood to be more prescriptive than what has been issued previously. Generally it seeks to give more specific instructions, give more detail and put more responsibility on the supplier of lift systems. This may lead to a significant step up in the quality and behaviour of the suppliers of lifts and subsystems as this is a definition for a significant proportion of the market.

Design for maintenance

− All issues could potentially be mitigated by adding additional layers of redundancy. A simple reaction could be to add additional components, but this also has maintenance/inspection implications.

− A dilemma for a lift system OEM is that they must provide guidance to the operator/purchaser on what parts should be inspected/replaced after a certain period of time/amount of use but they have to build this up from advice they receive from subcomponent manufacturers. For example, if inspection is recommended after 10 000 cycles, how does a lift OEM know what the typical (or extreme) use cases of the system will be? For safety-critical inspections there is effort put into this to try and get the schedule correct, but not for all parts.

− There was a consensus that the G+ should in some way get linked into the various technical standards being developed relating to the area of lift specification and lift maintenance. Could standards be used more robustly to require a lift OEM to define what maintenance requirements are?

− A discussion proposed that a ‘Recommendation for Use’ document be used more by the industry. Although this is not a standard, it is a potential source of useful information or guidance and does provide key points to consider. It may be useful to ensure that G+ members are linked up with this potentially valuable source of information in the interim.

− EN 1808 was recommended as a standard which contains a lot of useful information on lifts.

− Statement made that information on lifts/hoists from standards related to onshore, factory type environments should still be applicable offshore.

Statutory inspections

− A comment was made that statutory inspections can vary in quality/results whilst still being deemed compliant with regulations. This suggests varying levels of thoroughness (some inspectors may go above and beyond statutory requirements?) but in fact it
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also gives the operator a challenge in seeing inconsistency – how do they know an inspection is as good if it is reported differently by different inspection contractors?

- A statutory inspection cannot, by definition, require the dismantling of any parts; it should be possible to be sufficiently thorough with a visual inspection only: does this have any design implications?

Operations and maintenance (see also Figure A.4)

- There were varying experiences in the group of what maintenance guidance and procedures are provided even within a single lift OEM.
- Some lifts currently have analogue counters or similar means to record the amount of operation. An average of seven to eight hours use per year was anecdotally offered and appeared consistent with the level of use seen by others. The maintenance area is particularly challenged for offshore lifts by the variability or infrequency of use.
- Lift and safety system use in the construction phase is much more intensive and potentially damaging.

Definition of minimum requirements

- If the G+ can agree that they will all have some key basic requirements of lift system suppliers which are consistent then they may achieve some of the benefits of standardisation earlier. For example, if all users make similar requests to lift OEM for basic service schedules, document updates or training then it would be easier to push suppliers to provide a consistent and quality product/service to all users. The G+ could exercise its influence for collective benefit. The sharing of knowledge amongst the G+ members (for example a survey on current lift service schedules) could help to drive consistency through sharing of current practice.

Objective 2: Does it cover the life cycle of the turbine?

**Typical operations and maintenance activities for offshore wind turbine service lifts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More frequent</th>
<th>Less frequent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-use check</td>
<td>Carried out daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine inspection</td>
<td>Can be done in house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine service (scheduled)</td>
<td>Some sites train technicians to perform in house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component replacement</td>
<td>Should be infrequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhaul</td>
<td>Intensive offshore activity required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A.4: O&M activities**
Route to authorisation & typical exposure of lift users to training experiences

- **Industry specific safety training**
  - Working at height and rescue training by third party
  - Requires periodic revalidation

- **Equipment OEM training**
  - For example lift OEM delivers training
  - Could be at site/warehouse or lift OEM facility

- **Organisation wide introductory training**
  - Communication of safety culture
  - May or may not include site specific content

- **Site specific induction**
  - Occurs on starting work for a particular site and/or after set intervals have passed

- **On the job experience**
  - Occurs everyday
  - Requires offshore works to maintain familiarity

---

**Figure A.5: Training**

**Training (see also Figure A.5)**

- Lift user training at present is likely to come with a validity of two years and may require a refresher if no hands-on lift use is provided in any three to six month period.
- Some operators have experienced technicians who had not operated a lift recently, having difficulty remembering how to use it correctly.
- It may be difficult to maintain offshore practical experience at all times.
- There has been a drive by many towards video or online lift training course delivery. The group questioned the suitability of video learning (online training) for such a manual/practical activity.
- The opinion in the group supported the view that there are likely sufficient commonalities in the types of equipment and systems in lifts to see some value in a cross-industry basic lift user training course, through an organisation such as GWO. Considering that work at heights and rescue training is a common requirement and does provide value even though it covers a wide variety of turbine architectures, fall arrest and emergency descender technologies.
- Another example which was suggested and may be in use on some sites already is having some team members equipped to provide training, for example being trained trainers who can give a more comprehensive and site-specific introduction to the use of lifts to transient technicians or new team members.
Pre-use checks

- There is typically no record of pre-use checks and no supervision of them being carried out.
- One site added a simple to follow visual aid to their lifts to remind users of their training at a glance when in the lift.
- One operator discussed the management and recording of offshore work on tablets, and agreed there was good potential to include daily pre-use safety checks into this type of works management system.
- Pre-use checks should be as brief as possible in order to encourage use, a long winded pre-use check dilutes the function. They should not (but do in many cases at present) require the users to dismantle, inspect then reassemble some subsystems, including emergency systems. Long-term it would be desirable to make these quicker/less onerous and consequently give more confidence that they were always being carried out.
- A response to issues around lift safety issues has been to deliver extremely detailed and overly thorough pre-use checks.
- It is important to get users (technicians) really involved/engaged with lift safety. An example was given that not all technicians knew that increased pre-use checks were in response to incidents (including a fatality). There was an expectation that if more of this type of information was shared more proactively then the technicians would have increased appreciation for the potential of this type of hazard and risk.
- Asking for technician input on what makes a good or bad pre-use check or checklist could help to improve and build behaviours. Technicians may be more likely to carry them out if they have been empowered to contribute to writing them.

Inspection

- Currently separate visits are required to repair and to inspect lifts in accordance with statutory requirements. It was agreed that these could potentially be done by one team (two people during a visit); however, this requires appropriate training and record keeping.
- When considering the commissioning phase, the level and weight of use is comparably very light in the operation and maintenance phase; do inspections change?

Maintenance

- In-house site maintenance requires annual recertification of technicians, so while avoiding sending specialist/lift OEM contractors offshore, bringing the maintenance in-house by training their own teams can still be expensive/resource intensive for developer/operators.
- A view was expressed that it would be good for qualified and experienced maintenance technicians and engineers, who are responsible for maintaining the whole plant, to have some level of trust to be able to make a (robustly justified) call on planning reduced maintenance in circumstances where lifts see little use.
- Accepting that unplanned maintenance will at times be required (but is difficult to predict) there was some discussion about whether it was possible to reduce offshore work on lift systems by combining inspection and maintenance work. At present it was described that these are at times (typically when in warranty) combined into single campaigns by turbine OEMs, but that at other times, (typically once out of warranty) still conducted separately by operators.
Data on lift use and condition
- SCADA integration or some online recording of data relating to the lift system could be used to justify a risk based approach to reduced inspection when in lighter use.
- In an ideal world an operator would like to conduct only statutory inspections and planned maintenance.
- Those with hands-on experience felt that prescriptive behavioural controls should only be used where absolutely necessary – for example on equipment critical to safety or systems. Overly restrictive systems can tend to drive undesirable behaviours and/or culture and lack of trust.

Development of site procedures
- There is a need for operators to proactively go and seek out views, experience and feedback from their site teams e.g. via a G+ member technician survey.

Objective 3: Looking to the future, how could this area of the industry be developed?

Lift design
- The design of lifts could easily be improved in order to make defeats of safety systems more difficult (and hence less likely). A key release based system was suggested as being robust and difficult to defeat.
- A statement was made that the HSE has intervened in the past when concerns were raised about service lifts and the design of service lifts. For example, clear expectations were set around the design of safety gates and other common practices. This did not become a standard but was circulated to raise awareness.

Culture and behaviours
- The consensus in the group was that greater misuse of lifts (and safety systems) is more likely during the high intensity installation and commissioning phase. This may be due to e.g. time pressures, work cultures and the level and quality of supervision.
- A discussion of this topic brought out a related theme that it is generally challenging to be an excellent supervisor/people manager in an offshore wind function. It is a physically involving role, and requires isolated work in relatively small teams. It is often inherent that whilst being named as the supervisor or lead for a certain task a technician will justifiably end up working as part of the team and may not get time/space/environment to be able to step back and take a more managerial/supervisory role. This seemed to be an important consideration, particularly for those seeking to set standards and design systems who are not familiar with the working practices and day to day environment of working in offshore wind.
- There are some basic sensors for safety systems at present in most designs (e.g. for overload protection); however, these can be overridden, with evidence that this happens when running with defeated safety cut-outs is considerably more convenient.
- Tamper-proof seals, other similar design features and/or potential design changes that are easy to implement are also a possible simple route to an improvement, but ultimately any improvement in behaviours needs to be brought about by cultures and ethos in a workplace.
A discussion took place around the variance of whether automatic or call mode from top to bottom is available and/or whether users are authorised to use it. Perhaps if travelling technicians saw consistent rules on all sites it would be easier to enforce a certain practice.

**Monitoring systems**
- The theory of using telemetry, measurement or modern telecommunications technology to monitor the use of lifts was discussed.
- A greater degree of monitoring/intelligence/telematics is possible but any application should be considered carefully. For example it is important to consider the effect of such monitoring on the attitude of technicians.

**Inspection**
- There is ongoing discussion and consultation about the nature and frequency of inspections.
- Any changes to inspection regimes would have to be backed by a robust risk assessment and written scheme of examination.

**Innovation**
- A potential technology innovation may be in using descent energy to charge battery/capacitors such that in the event of power failure lift systems can remain in use to complement new or existing manual descent functions. Some new lifts are expected to have revised or improved manual descent/emergency options included in their design.
- There may be situations where climb assist devices could be justified, but it is difficult to risk assess and justify the provision of climb assists as the primary access system.
- In future, perhaps driven by taller turbine towers, operators could see two systems installed to have redundancy in powered access systems.
- The retrofitting of climb assist devices either temporarily or permanently may also introduce additional or previously non-existent risks, these or other access systems need to be justified and clearly demonstrate an acceptable level of risk when in combination with all the parameters of the environment in which they are installed.
Group 3 (Facilitator: Fiona Earle, University of Hull)

Understanding the fatigue-related risks associated with WTG lift failure

Problems associated with climbing
- The impact of climbing activities on health, safety and well-being is considered to be significant and effects can be direct or indirect.
- Direct effects include immediate and delayed musculoskeletal strain. Issues have included several older technicians suffering from knee muscle strain and pain and these effects have been reported on incident/injury forms.
- Importantly, it was noted that a RenewableUK peer review on the link between climbing and injury ‘drew a blank’. No causative link particular to ladder climbing was found. This drew on generic evidence rather than that specific to the offshore wind industry. It was suggested that there potentially needs to be a longitudinal study which examines the impact in onshore/offshore wind environments.
- Anecdotal reports of physical tiredness are commonplace and also direct H&S risks associated with working at height.
- Indirect effects are more complex and it is necessary to consider the risks to activities following climbing (captured in more detail in subsequent discussions).
- Where climbing/lift unavailability is chronic, technician team morale has been affected.
- There was broad agreement within the group that it is important to consider the differing physical impacts and risks associated with ascent and descent.
- Due to a prohibition at one site, technicians have been climbing ladders for five months. This equates to a 135 m climb, (c.390 steps), including the transition piece. This climb comes at the end of up to 90 minutes’ transfer time from shore.
- The impact of climbing is significantly affected by overall fitness, although the importance of particular muscle groups should not be underestimated when considering control measures, systems and processes.
- The issue of deterioration of physical fitness amongst technicians during winter months was raised. It was felt that a requirement to undertake an hour per day's fitness training (during stand down periods e.g. weather days) as part of the contract of employment, could potentially mitigate this.
- It was noted that the impact of climbing will always be an H&S issue at some level at an offshore wind farm, as there is always a climb up the transition piece (c.25 m).

Lift availability
- The consensus in the group is that lifts are ‘usually available’; however, where unavailability occurs it can have a dramatic impact upon work packages, and its effects can be chronic both for physical health and morale.
- Theoretically, lifts should only be unavailable if the power trips on a turbine. In practice, the most common reason for unavailability is the deliberate electrical isolation of the
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turbine. This is often done when a turbine is being worked on, even where the task being carried out is unrelated to power supply.

- Prohibition is another obvious cause of lift unavailability, and where this occurs the impact is significant.
- Another common reason for unavailability is the lift being overdue for its statutory inspection. The technicians should be informed of this in advance, but in reality they are often not, meaning either a climb or a second transfer to another turbine.
- It was noted that in the near future, the industry generally expects the level of lift availability to improve significantly.

**Unexpected lift activity**

- It was agreed that if in the wrong position, most technicians would simply move the lift up or down or conduct manufacturer approved resets (e-stops, trip plate reset, etc.) themselves. This isn’t really seen as an issue by the group, as pre-use checks were considered to ‘cover’ any risk.
- Technicians tend to use the ‘sound’ of the lift as an indicator of any potential failure.
- Training should ensure technicians understand the range of indicators of potential lift failure and be clear about the protocol for dealing with the different faults.

**Dealing with the risks of climbing (measures)**

- There are significant organisational differences in approaches to climbing.
- Most commonly, the onus is placed upon technicians themselves to flag up when they do not feel able to climb. However, this approach raises two important points:
  - Fatigue and associated human factors risks i.e. technicians may consider themselves able to climb but may not make an informed decision about the impact of the climbing on the subsequent activities.
  - Cultural issues about the consequences of raising a concern in a generally male, physical environment.
- During a prolonged prohibition, one group member reported a well-defined strategy to minimise the impact of climbing operations. This included the following:
  - Technicians are only recommended to make one climb per day (although individuals do have the option to override this).
  - Therefore sometimes that means they can’t even get started on the task, as they use their first (and only permitted) climb on getting the tools/equipment to the right place and must then get back on the CTV and finish their working day.
  - Shift patterns have been adapted to seven days on, seven days off.
  - Musculoskeletal briefs have been put in place for technicians, e.g. stretches five minutes prior to climbing.
- Other measures in place include:
  - Standard provision of fall protection equipment to reduce fall risks.
  - Climb assist equipment available to reduce strain and fatigue.
  - Temporary reduction in maintenance to the turbine to the ‘bare minimum’; it was noted that this can only be a temporary strategy.
  - Technicians are only allowed to do three x 80–90 m return climbs per day.
  - When facing unexpected lift failure one supervisor explained that they would always advise a technician to move onto the next turbine. However, it was
pointed out that the benefit of this approach needs to be carefully balanced, given the need for another CTV transfer and the climb up the transition piece.

**Improving current measures/practices**

- Rules around climbing should differentiate the different circumstances of lift unavailability and wider work package. Each situation requires different control measures/recommendations, i.e:
  - In the case of unexpected lift unavailability, technicians would benefit from clear decision support/recommendations.
  - In the case of prohibition, need to consider guidance around the number of climbs (considering balance of risks associated with all alternatives).
  - The nature of the task, familiarity, complexity and its position in the shift day/week are factors to consider.

- E-learning as a training tool was discussed at length. It was a broadly held view that e-learning should NOT be used for training on lift use/safety and that this should be exclusively manual. The idea of a ‘lift-rig’ at each O&M site to facilitate this hands on practical learning was suggested.

- The practice of test retake was challenged as it was considered to support a culture of ‘box ticking’.

- It was felt that there should be a standard specification for industry training on lift use, ideally through an organisation like GWO. This could have additional developer/operator ‘bolt-ons’ as required for their sites.

- Generally, the culture of the developers/operators needs to support safe planning and adjustment of work routines in the face of lift unavailability. This concept (and required actions) is difficult to pin down, but felt to be of key importance.

- Could the ability of technicians to raise an objection (i.e. flag their inability to climb that day), and/or the supervisor’s responsibility to query this at the start of shift, be made a formal part of an industry climbing standard?

- Could a standardised risk assessment on climbing assess physical factors other than general fitness, such as including weight, height and build? For example, a taller person places significantly more strain on their hips when descending the ladder due to the need to brace (push out) the arms. Could a differentiated assessment of risk based on height, weight, build, be developed?

- Could fall arrest systems across turbines/offshore wind farms be standardised for newly-constructed turbines? There was discussion of the issues around the commercial problems this might raise. However, it was thought that a common, standardised standard/specification should be able to be drawn up which focuses upon the impact of the system used, rather than the individual technology.

- Could users be engaged in the design of new products and systems, such as fall arrest systems (the safe by design concept), in order to better accommodate the issues arising from height, weight, build? It was noted that in theory, there is already a measure in place to cover this. Fall arrests are classed as Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and as such, the employer is required to assess their suitability for each individual technician. However in reality, this doesn’t always happen.

- Everyone who travels in a lift should be fully trained. At present with some operators, an untrained person can travel with a trained person.
Factors influencing H&S behaviours

Environment
- Long shift day
- Marine transittime
- Fatigue

People
- Sleep-related fatigue
- Physical fatigue
- Mental fatigue
- Poor transfer
- Poor learning

Systems
- Poor communication
- Commercial & environmental constraints
- Time pressure to get right tool/materials
- Incorrect tool
- Lift not in use

Management
- Commercial pressure to prioritise efficiency
- Poor safety communication
- Poor training provision

Equipment
- Out of service
- Planned unavailability
- Unexpected unavailability
- Poor service communication

Materials
- Time pressure to get right tool/materials
- Mislaid tool
- Lack of planning

Figure A.6: Potential causes of impaired H&S behaviour
Additional measures to prevent/reduce unavailability of lifts

− *Communication:* One key problem here is poor communication around non-availability of lifts, both from the control centre to technicians and vice versa. Could more emphasis be placed on the responsibility to communicate effectively about this (both ways) by operators?

− *Maintenance administration:* It was agreed that generally, there needs to be more emphasis placed on the importance of well planned (and well communicated) lift maintenance and also record keeping (e.g. ensuring that a lift service is logged at the turbine) to reduce unnecessary lift unavailability.

− *Work Adjustment:* Another key problem is that, although it is accepted that unavailability has an impact upon the service schedule, no adjustment is made (e.g. a time contingency) to account for it. This makes it more likely that a technician will feel ‘obliged’ to climb, despite not feeling able to at that point. Should a service schedule include a time contingency?

− *Redundant lift:* Although it was recognised that installing a redundant (extra) lift system within a turbine would increase the overall set-up and maintenance costs, it was considered that the financial and H&S benefits of a reliable lift system may outweigh the costs and make this feasible.

Impact of climbing and the effects of climbing within the overall work package

The full causal chain of risks should be taken into account when deciding whether (or not) to climb and also in establishing appropriate control measures for the indirect effects of climbing on the activities which follow.

The chronology of the work pattern and the impact of climbing within this, was sketched out by the group as described in Table A.1.

**Table A.1: Work pattern and climbing impacts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Onshore</td>
<td>Other factors prior to this stage could impact climbing e.g. shift pattern and other factors leading to poor quality sleep the night before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. CTV journey and turbine transfer (c. 90 minutes on average)</td>
<td>Factors such as crew sleeping immediately before transferring onto the turbine are additional risk factors at this stage Seasickness during the transit is likely to impact on safety during climbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Climb up</td>
<td>This stage is subject to the general climbing risks outlined previously This is not usually rushed but is physically taxing and can lead to significant fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Work</td>
<td>The state of the technician following the climb could directly influence work capacity, working strategies and H&amp;S related behaviour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.1: Work pattern and climbing impacts (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Climb down</td>
<td>This was considered to be particularly vulnerable to the effects of fatigue: It is further along the fatigue risk chain Also, unlike ascent, the climb down is sometimes rushed due to immediate situational factors (e.g. the urgency to transfer/finish shift/go home) In terms of human factors, the technician is experiencing different motivations It takes place just before a CTV transfer process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Return journey</td>
<td>Consideration of sea state as an additional risk factor for the final stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Journey home</td>
<td>The journey home following transit was another area of significant concern. It is at the end of the causal risk chain, therefore subject to the effects of all earlier activities. When considering H&amp;S related risks, this stage should be considered as part of the overall work package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standardised risk assessment protocol/checklist for climbing

- An industry-standard risk assessment was considered to be a challenging but important task – the key consideration would be defining which issues should be of concern.
- Although the work outlined in table A.1 has provided a starting point for identifying the key risk factors, further work would be required to ensure the risk factors incorporated were valid, reliable and appropriate for inter-organisational settings.
- Separate risk analyses should be devised for the different circumstances of lift unavailability e.g.:
  - Prohibition (or planned unavailability) – adjustments to the work package should be considered prior to work planning to account for the additional climbing demands.
  - Unexpected lift unavailability – decision support protocols should provide guidance as to (1) whether or not to climb, (2) how to communicate unavailability and (3) whether to adjust the wider work package for the remainder of the day.
  - Unexpected lift activity – fault assessment training and safety checks should provide clear guidance as to how to proceed when faced with unusual or unexpected lift activity.
- An extension to a standard risk assessment would be an analysis of the causal risk chains (the impact of one activity on the activities that follow) across the full work package.
A.2 PRESENTATION INTRODUCTIONS AND SLIDES

Presentation 1: Sai-Man Li, Health and Safety Specialist U.K. North – Offshore West, Vattenfall: Vattenfall FMEA work with the HSL

Executive summary

In November 2015 the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) wrote to Vattenfall and some other companies working in the offshore wind industry to communicate their concerns about the standards for selection, design, commissioning and installation of service lifts in offshore wind turbines in the UK.

Their concerns further stated that service lifts supplied and installed at UK offshore wind farms may not have been constructed or adapted as to be suitable for the purpose for which they were to be used, and that the risk assessments developed for the use of the service lifts were not suitable and sufficient.

In particular and specifically for the service lifts installed at Ormonde offshore wind farm, the HSE requested Vattenfall to:

1. Engage the services of independent competent engineers to carry out a safety-critical FMEA of the service lifts to ensure they are so constructed or adapted so as to be suitable for the purpose for which they are used or provided.
2. Define a performance standard for the service lifts to ensure they are compatible and suitable for the expected life cycle of the turbine.
3. Undertake a review of the risk assessment for the safe use of the service lifts and associated wire hoist cables.

To discharge item 1 of the HSE's request to Vattenfall, they took the decision to engage the services of the Health and Safety Laboratory (HSL) to undertake a multidisciplinary (FMEA) on the Hailo Toplift L3 installed at Ormonde, to better understand the design and construction of these lifts. This FMEA (on the electrical/control systems and the mechanical systems) was also undertaken to determine whether additional precautions would be necessary to ensure the safety of personnel using the lifts.

The pertinent results of this FMEA analysis and the subsequent recommendations to industry for the return to service of WTG lifts are covered in this presentation.
OVERVIEW

- Shortly following the very unfortunate incident at Enertrag wind farm in Storkow -Germany. Vattenfall placed a voluntary STOP on use of the Service Lifts carriers.

- As time moved on realising the risk profile was increasing as the busy service period approached, the effects of daily climbing started taking its toll on service teams, moral (hearts & minds) resulting in some minor musculoskeletal related incidents.

- Along with an intervention made by the UK HSE to Vattenfall regarding the Senvion SI supplied service lifts at Ormonde, highlighting actions for assurance and safety.

FMEA @ ORMONDE

- Initial step was to plan a Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) at Ormonde wind farm on the Halo L3 installed service lift carriers

- After careful consideration Health & Safety Laboratories (HSL) were appointed to help Vattenfall facilitate this

- It was agreed that resultant findings from this would help form a wider reinstatement plan for the Vattenfall fleet

- Vattenfall appointed a broad ranged internal team to complement the HSL team of specialist engineers & set up a task team
APPRAOCH

- Compile documentation - information - hoist lift & trussel
- Manufacturer installation - manuals - OEM Manuals
- Operator manual - maintenance record - training
- Technical information - drawings - etc.
- HSE - waterfall field visit
- HSE QPS in-house - lift - maintenance - WTG layout
- Detailed component inspection - photographs - records
- HSE visited waterfall for discussions & information

FMEA TEAM

- HSE - Marine - field - the multidisciplinary failure modes and effects analysis
- HSE - Electrical - commissioning
- HSE - Electrical - Control Engineering
- Waterfall - Engineering - Operations - HSE - Safety
- Waterfall - Engineering - Statistics - Examinations provider
- Waterfall - Specialist - Chartered Mechanical Lifting drivers

Material laboratory analysis

- Metallographic analysis (SEM) - worn gear
- Polymer analysis - Boosters rolies

Physical examination - trussel

- Thermal track - weld - thermal boosters - weld - probe - device
- Field observation - detail - study and testing at the HSE laboratory to help with details of the study
APPRAOCH

Two FMEA workshops took place – Buxton HSL HQ & Ormonde Wind Farm

- FMEA 1. Electrical circuit, wiring and control systems – 7 days 10 people, 40 scenarios
- FMEA 2. Mechanical systems – 2.5 days 11 people, 71 scenarios
- Analysis of the primary and secondary systems completed
- The team focused on all main components, identified Failure Mode Cause(s), potential single point failures along with potential consequences;
  - Examples – B locstop, Rope guide, Roller tension spring, Release lever, Weighted centrifugal rotor, pressure roller, striker plates, limit switch, interlock failures, bearing collapse and seizure, top load path, Hoist, wire ropes brakes etc etc
- All checked against performance standards BS EN 13849
- Quantified to risk matrix, reviewed against existing mitigation and controls then re quantified

KEY FINDING

Control system contactor 4Q9

- A 4Q9 contactor weld vulnerability was discovered
- Review of the drawings yields concern about the vulnerability of the system to a single point failure, if 4Q9 closed (caused by it sticking or becoming welded)
- This would enable a lift to continue to move if the landing doors were open & if the cabin doors were closed, lift would not stop travel whilst the E-stop pressed
- Vattenfall technicians simulated the field test on an installed unit at Ormonde. Where the finding was confirmed
- The position of 4Q9’s contacts are not monitored. Particularly concerning as it leads to a latent defect which would unlikely be detected

KEY FINDING

- The detection of oil contamination within the centrifugal brake mechanism within the Tirak winch was found
- Enquiries with the manufacturer suggest that 10% of hoists could suffer this problem. This device is only likely to be required during a manual descent where loss of control by the electromechanical system is realised
- It is concerning as the device provides a safety function
- The device is not the last layer of protection – a failure of the winch creating an overspeed can still be arrested by the Blocstop
- On examination of the Ormonde devices, x4 where found to have needed new drum brakes, indicating contamination
- Note - oil contamination within the brake system is not scripted in the service reports documentation?
OTHER KEY FINDINGS

- Ambiguity confusing data with use of safety devices on Hoist lift
- Hoist lifting at point with minimal relevance
- Various linkages and cross sections
- G+ SAFE BY DESIGN WORKSHOP REPORT: WTG SERVICE LIFTS

HSL FMEA HEADLINES

- Generally, the lift system is well constructed, if operated and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
- The manufacturers of the lifts and the hook/blockup units have advising that the lifts can continue to be used providing that they are operated and maintained inline with the manufacturer’s guidelines.

STEPS TO GET OUR SERVICE LIFTS BACK IN OPERATION

- Update and reviewed written scheme of work (HSI-3) for maintenance and repair of lifts.
- Thorough examination: The top of high wire lifts have been brought back to a monthly examination period, monitor review as a routine back to a 12 month examination period.
- Updated risk assessment and lift log book (renewal)
- Updated pre use check list to monitor the Monitored service is delivered and the lift is used on a regular basis.
- Ensure all records are up to date.
- Monitor and track improvements.
- Carry out a thorough inspection after installation and or not being used.
- Engage safety officer with Waver for improvements.
Steps to Get Our Service Lifts Back in Operation

All Vattenfall ONS & OFS WTG’s with service lifts that equipped with Tractel Tirak Hoists and Tractel Blostop Fall Arrests

- Replace all Blostop fall arrest units with factory new or refurbished units
- Factory inspection of all Tirak hoists and replace with new (refurbished units)
  All works need to be carried out by the manufacturer (Tractel) or authorised party.
- Based on learnings pre-use check and emergency arrangements must be reviewed to ensure a good level of assurance about lift operation.
- The project team will provide updated guidelines from lift manufacturers to all Vattenfall Sites will implement the latest guidelines in the coming year

Examples of Actions

- Pre-use check video manuals
- Safety memo for site team and logbook template @ Ormonde
- Blostop demo in warehouse @ Ramsgate

Update of Maintenance and Inspection Regime

- Manufacturer documentation (manuals, pre-use checks, videos)
- Review and selection of documents by lift project team
  All info bundled in specific packages per wind farm
- Training requirements
- Other improvements (for example EMEA earnings, emergency button stickers)
- Handover to site teams for implementation

Support required from head of units to emphasise this
Presentation 2 – Alan McKerns, Head of Operations – Wind Division, Skyform: WTG Service Lift Manufacturer – Future Technology Development – WTG Lifts

Executive summary

This presentation was provided at the request of the G+ in order to identify features and challenges within the current design of service lifts (also known as tower hoists) within WTGs and review them against similar industries, new and existing technologies and to consider opportunities for design and operational improvements.

The service lift technology is mirrored in the powered access industry of which Skyform has been working in for circa 25 years. Both industries are considered in the presentation which considers and assesses the positives and negatives against each and gives an honest assessment of potential improvement opportunities. The service lifts themselves have many additional safety features, which offshore wind farm operators may not be fully aware of, and these were presented further highlighting the key technologies and minimum training requirements of which there remains a significant scope for improvement in the on- and offshore wind industry.

The presentation then goes further into current issues and in a frank and honest way presents key concerns and industry drivers which currently, and could potentially, impact upon the safe use and operation of service lifts. An overview of planned European Norm (EN) design standards for service lifts and future OEM working groups was also presented, allowing knowledge share of proposed global improvements to service lifts which may not be current knowledge within the offshore wind industry. Lastly Skyform presented its thoughts on future considerations to improve service lifts ranging from engineering controls, operational processes to human factors and the key competencies associated with service lift operators and potential drivers to move the industry forward in a positive direction.
### ANNEX B
### ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALARP</td>
<td>as low as reasonably practicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Conformité Européenne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMAH</td>
<td>Control of Major Accident Hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD</td>
<td>controlled rate descender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Energy Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMEA</td>
<td>Failure Mode Effects Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSWR</td>
<td>Flexible Steel Wire Rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G+</td>
<td>G+ Global Offshore Wind Health and Safety Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWO</td>
<td>Global Wind Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;S</td>
<td>health and safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZID</td>
<td>hazard identification study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZOP</td>
<td>hazard and operability study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE</td>
<td>Health and Safety Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSL</td>
<td>Health and Safety Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPE</td>
<td>personal protective equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM</td>
<td>original equipment manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>operation and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMS</td>
<td>risk assessment and method statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>safety integrity level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSOW</td>
<td>Safe System of Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWL</td>
<td>Safe Working Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>transition piece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTG</td>
<td>wind turbine generator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>